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We’ve all learned from research that students’ models of research are very linear, 
particularly among those students who haven’t done much research before. Research 
as a logical, mechanistic process, devoid of emotion, with no surprises along the way, 
where the end is already determined before the research has begun.  
3 
Our model is the opposite extreme. Research as a messy, unpredictable process 
leading to unexpected destinations. Answers questions and raises new questions to 
be answered. Involves logic and emotion.  
4 
Ruth Mirtz’s chapter in New Digital Scholar book – a “whoa” experience. How to help 
students who lack context and background information to understand their topics 
and recognize gaps? Developing a focus is often a messy, creative process.  
5 
Students expect us to focus on words. Why not do something unexpected in teaching 
and focus on . . . 
6 
Images. Already use image searches regularly as part of curiosity in daily life. New 
ACRL Info Lit Framework pointing to different ways of knowing beyond text to include 
multimedia. 
7 
Images affect us. Visual superiority effect. 
8 
Images cause us to ask questions to make sense of what we see. Creating supportive 
frame of mind can help foster learning. Ties in with Dispositions as part of new ACRL 
Info Lit Framework  
9 
10 
Images can provide context! 
11 
Context very important because searching for information and selecting useful results 
is a complex cognitive process. If we’re left only to struggle with complexity, the 
feeling can be overwhelming, all-consuming, and paralyzing.  
12 
Structuring or scaffolding the search experience for students provides a mental 
foundation that provides intellectual freedom and the ability to focus on inquiry and 
the development of research questions.  
13 
14 
Learning comes from getting students to reflect on their own thoughts and thought 
processes 
15 
Excellent chart 
16 
4 Learning Outcomes. Primarily one-shot sessions. Learning Outcomes determined by 
assignment, timing of library session. 
17 
When teaching Learning Outcome 1 before, I tried using concept maps.  
18 
Didn’t work. Students didn’t have necessary background information. Seemed to view 
it as needlessly complicated and unnecessary step toward actually searching for 
sources. 
19 
Created this worksheet. How I use the worksheet is dependent on time available, 
assignment, class size. Introduce idea of the importance of keywords with brief 
activity. Model use of images, Wikipedia, reference database to identify keywords 
and come up with research questions, and then give students time to use their own 
topics.  
20 
Have students write their down their topic. Ask them to imagine what kinds of 
images they’d expect to see if they were doing an image search on their topic. 
21 
Have them do an image search. 
22 
Ask students to write down keywords for what they see. Encourage students to treat 
this as a free-write brainstorming session – judgments reserved, just write! Allows 
students to literally see overview of topic and get context. 
23 
To develop research questions, prompt students to answer questions like these: 
“What differences did you experience in the types of search results you saw and the 
types of search results that you expected?”  
“If you look away from your search results, what image or images can you still see in 
your mind? Why is that?” 
 “What images made you feel something? Why?”  
“What images left you asking more questions?” 
24 
Have students choose one question that most interests them and identify keywords, 
synonyms, and related terms from their question that they can use for searching 
 
25 
26 
Another use of images to develop research questions – have students find one image 
that best represents their topic and post it on a Padlet wall. (Find out more about 
using Padlet in classes here: http://uknowledge.uky.edu/libraries_present/80/) 
 
27 
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What if students encounter disturbing images? Some topics lend themselves to 
potentially offensive images. Warn students of the possibility when introducing 
activity. Ask them to gauge what offensive images might surface with a search on 
their topic and how they sensitive they are to such images. Offer to work with 
students to think of other ways to search for their topics that might be less likely to 
produce offensive images. For lower level students, emphasize that you will be 
expecting them to react and respond as adults.    
29 
What is students can’t get out of “right answer” mode? Or, they’re having a hard time 
channeling their curiosity and connecting what they see in the image search with 
their topics? Or, they think this approach to developing their topic is coming out of 
left-field and they just don’t get it? Introduce the activity as a creative process that 
may feel uncomfortable and unfamiliar to them . . . but that’s ok! Stick with it. Part of 
the learning process is to reach outside of yourself and stretch yourself.   
30 
By leading students to systematically question what they’re looking at in relation to 
their topics and providing the mental scaffolding to do so, curiosity can be 
reawakened, students can literally see the context of their topics, developing a 
research topic can become a creative exploration, and inquiry can finally be allowed 
back into the research experience.  
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